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ABSTRACT
RNA secondary structure modeling is a challenging problem, and recent successes have raised the standards for accuracy,
consistency, and tractability. Large increases in accuracy have been achieved by including data on reactivity toward chemical
probes: Incorporation of 1M7 SHAPE reactivity data into an mfold-class algorithm results in median accuracies for base pair
prediction that exceed 90%. However, a few RNA structures are modeled with significantly lower accuracy. Here, we show
that incorporating differential reactivities from the NMIA and 1M6 reagents—which detect noncanonical and tertiary
interactions—into prediction algorithms results in highly accurate secondary structure models for RNAs that were previously
shown to be difficult to model. For these RNAs, 93% of accepted canonical base pairs were recovered in SHAPE-directed
models. Discrepancies between accepted and modeled structures were small and appear to reflect genuine structural
differences. Three-reagent SHAPE-directed modeling scales concisely to structurally complex RNAs to resolve the in-solution
secondary structure analysis problem for many classes of RNA.
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INTRODUCTION
RNA is a central information carrier in biology (Sharp 2009).
Information is encoded inRNAat twodistinct levels: in its pri-
mary sequence and in its ability to fold into higher order struc-
tures (Leontis et al. 2006; Dethoff et al. 2012). The most
fundamental level of higher order structure is the pattern of
base-pairing or secondary structure. Defining the secondary
structure of an RNA is also a critical first step in tertiary struc-
ture modeling (Hajdin et al. 2010; Weeks 2010; Bailor et al.
2011). The structures ofRNAmoleculesmodulate the numer-
ous functions of RNA and the interactions of RNAs with pro-
teins, smallmolecules, andotherRNAs in splicing, translation,
and other regulatory machineries (Mauger et al. 2013).
Accurate, de novo modeling of RNA secondary structure is
challenging: In the absence of experimental restraints, current
algorithms predict base-pairing patterns that contain, on av-
erage, 50%–70% of the canonical (G-C, A-U, and G-U) pairs
in secondary structures established through phylogenetic
analysis or high-resolution experimental methods (Mathews
et al. 2004; Hajdin et al. 2013). Themodeling challenge results
from the fact that there are only four RNA nucleotides; and
these nucleotides have the potential to arrange into many, of-
ten energetically similar, RNA secondary structures, although
many RNAs adopt a few or only single structures (Tinoco
and Bustamante 1999). Features that are difficult to extract
solely from the sequence—such as kinetic pathways, protein
facilitators, and ligand binding—also influence RNA folding.
Identification of the correct RNA secondary structure also be-
comesmuchmore difficult as the length of the RNA increases.
Selective 2′-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer exten-
sion (SHAPE) reagents can be used to interrogate the flexibil-
ity of nearly every nucleotide in an RNA (Merino et al. 2005;
McGinnis et al. 2012). Reactivity at the 2′-hydroxyl toward the
reagent 1-methyl-7-nitroisatoic anhydride (1M7) measures
local nucleotide flexibility. Because base-paired nucleotides
are also structurally constrained, SHAPE reactivity is roughly
inversely proportional to the probability that a nucleotide
is paired. Incorporation of SHAPE reactivity information
into RNA folding algorithms results in accuracies >90% for
most RNAs including those with single pseudoknots (Deigan
et al. 2009; Hajdin et al. 2013). SHAPE has been used to create
nucleotide-resolution models for the viral genomes of HIV-1
(Watts et al. 2009) and STMV (Archer et al. 2013) and to an-
alyze conformational changes in HIV-1 (Wilkinson et al.
2008) and the Moloney murine leukemia virus (Grohman
et al. 2013). Although SHAPE-directed folding yields near-
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perfect models for many RNAs, there remain a few RNAs
whose structures are difficult to recover using a single struc-
ture probing experiment (Cordero et al. 2012; Leonard et al.
2013). These “hard” RNAs are modeled with sensitivities in
the 75%–85% range.
The usefulness of secondary structure models at different
accuracies can be summarized on a multipoint scale (Fig.
1), analogous to those used in other fields (Munroe 2012).
Models with prediction sensitivities <60% contain large er-
rors in gross structure and are not generally useful for gener-
ating biological hypotheses. Computational-only algorithms
achievemedian prediction accuracies of∼70%. An individual
model that recovers 70% of the accepted base pairs will have
some correct helices and also critical errors (Fig. 1, second
structure from bottom). Although approaches that recover
70%of the accepted base pairs include both correct and incor-
rect pairs, it is generally difficult to determine which helices
are correct and which are not. Using SHAPE-directed model-
ing, the predicted structures for the most challenging RNAs
contain 80%–85% of accepted base pairs. In some cases, the
incorrectly predicted base pairs are scattered throughout the
RNA such that the overall model is quite good. In other cases,
errors are located in structural elements that are known to be
functionally important (Fig. 1, middle structure).
On average, SHAPE-directed modeling currently recovers
∼93% of accepted base pairs in challenging sets of RNA mol-
ecules. This level of sensitivity is sufficient for generation
of robust biological hypotheses and for three-dimensional
structure modeling. Many of the models generated at this
level of accuracy differ from the accepted models by a few
base pairs and should be considered nearly perfect (Fig. 1,
upper structures). Improving accuracies to the >90% level
for all RNAs is the current challenge in experimentally direct-
ed secondary structure modeling. Inclusion of additional
comprehensive and information-rich biochemical informa-
tion could further inform and potentially solve the RNA sec-
ondary structure modeling problem.
We recently described an approach that we call “differen-
tial” SHAPE that reveals local noncanonical and tertiary struc-
ture interactions based on simple biochemical probing
experiments (Steen et al. 2012). In this strategy, the position-
-specific reactivities of two reagents, N-methylisatoic anhy-
dride (NMIA) and 1-methyl-6-nitroisatoic anhydride (1M6),
are compared. The first reagent, NMIA, has a relatively long
half-life in solution and reacts preferentially with nucleotides
that experience slow dynamics. Often these nucleotides are in
the rare C2′-endo ribose conformation and have been impli-
cated asmolecular timers capable of governing folding in large
RNAs (Gherghe et al. 2008; Mortimer and Weeks 2009). For
the second reagent, the nitro group of 1M6 makes the two-
ring system electron poor, and this reagent is able to stack
with RNA nucleobases that are not protected by interactions
with other nucleotides in an RNA structure (Steen et al.
2012). This conformation is unusual since most nucleobases
stack with other bases on both faces (Leontis et al. 2006). By
taking the difference in reactivity profiles for these two 2′-hy-
droxyl selective reagents, nucleotides involved in structurally
distinctive interactions within an RNA structure can be iden-
tified (Fig. 2). Because the differential SHAPE analysis is spe-
cifically sensitive to noncanonical and tertiary interactions in
RNA (Steen et al. 2012), this approach can help to identify nu-
cleotides that are constrained (and thus unreactive to 1M7-
SHAPE) but do not participate in canonical base-pairing.
Here, we develop a pseudo-free energy term that includes in-
formation from the slow and stacking differential SHAPE re-
activities to yield nearly perfect secondary structuremodels in
a concise experiment that scales to RNAs of any size.
RESULTS
Selection of a challenging test set
To evaluate the utility of incorporating differential SHAPE



































































































































































































































































Models that recover 70% or fewer
of accepted base pairs have major
errors and are not broadly useful
for generating strong biological
hypotheses.
Models that recover ≥90% of
accepted base pairs are nearly
correct.  Differences between
accepted and modeled structures
are minor and may reflect specific
experimental features.
For large RNAs, models that 
recover ≥95% of accepted base
pairs are essentially correct.
At the 85% level, some models
miss specific, important features
(×); whereas, other models (see
Fig. 4, bottom) are essentially






























































FIGURE 1. Accuracy of an RNA structure model and its usefulness
forunderstanding structure–function inter-relationships.Representative
structures for the E. coli 5S rRNA are shown. Accuracy is represented as
the sensitivity and plotted on a reverse-logarithmic scale to emphasize
the increasing level of difficulty as the standard for recovery of accepted
base pairs increases. For all secondary structure (circle plot) diagrams,
correct base pairs are shown in green, missing base pairs are shown in
red, and extra base pairs relative to the accepted structure are shown
in purple.
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RNAs with well-established secondary structures for which
single-reagent SHAPE-directed secondary structure predic-
tion remains challenging (Table 1). These included six ribo-
switch aptamer domains that require ligand binding to fold
into their accepted structures (the TPP, adenine, glycine, cy-
clic-di-GMP, M-Box, and lysine riboswitches); four RNAs
longer than 300 nucleotides (nt), including several domains
of theEscherichia coli 16S and 23S ribosomal RNAs; four pseu-
doknot-containing RNAs; and every other RNA of which we
are aware that contains up to one pseudoknot for which the
single-reagent 1M7 modeling accuracy is <90% (Cordero
et al. 2012; Hajdin et al. 2013; Leonard et al. 2013; Table 1).
Incorporation of differential SHAPE into secondary
structure modeling
SHAPE experiments were performed with 1M7, NMIA, and
1M6 on RNAs preincubated in the presence of cognate ligand
if appropriate but without protein. Based on pilot work on
three short RNAs, SHAPE reactivity signals from NMIA and
1M6 correlate strongly at most positions (Steen et al. 2012).
We therefore used a windowed scaling algorithm to locally
normalize NMIA and 1M6 SHAPE profiles to each other
(seeMaterials andMethods) and then subtracted the normal-
ized profiles to generate differential
SHAPE reactivity traces (Fig. 2).
Weused a statistical potential approach
(Rohl et al. 2004; Cordero et al. 2012) to
evaluate the differential SHAPE signals.
This approach infers a free energy from
the difference in the distributions of pair-
ed andnonpairednucleotides. The energy
function was linear and proved robust
when subjected to a leave-one-out jack-
knife analysis (Supplemental Fig. S1).
During fitting, we evaluated both positive
and negative differential signals from
NMIA and 1M6 (Fig. 2, bottom panel,
green and blue bars, respectively). The
negative-amplitude signal from 1M6 was
not as highly correlated with single-
stranded character at the sites of differen-
tial reactivity as was the positive-ampli-
tude signal. The differential reactivity
pseudo-free energy change term for each
nucleotide was taken as
DGDiff = d×(positive amplitude
differential signal), (1)
where d is 2.11 kcal/mol. This energy pen-
alty was added to the standard 1M7-based
pseudo-free energy as implemented in
ShapeKnots (Low and Weeks 2010;
Hajdin et al. 2013); inclusion of this pen-
alty improved predictions for many RNAs. For each RNA
model, we report the accuracy of a secondary structure predic-
tion in terms of its sensitivity (sens; fraction of base pairs in the
accepted structure predicted correctly) and positive predictive
value (ppv; the fraction of predicted pairs that occur in the ac-
cepted structure).
Impact of ΔGDiff on structure modeling
In the absence of experimental restraints, the mfold algo-
rithm predicts only 10 of the 35 base pairs (29%) in the ac-
cepted structure of the E. coli 5S rRNA (Fig. 3, left). Addition
of 1M7-SHAPE constraints yielded a substantial improve-
ment: 86% of the accepted base pairs were present in the
SHAPE-directed model. As is common for predictions at
this level of accuracy, most of the structure is modeled cor-
rectly. The exceptions are base pairs in one element, a helix
at a three-way junction (Fig. 3, middle structure, positions
102–107). When differential SHAPE data were added as con-
straints, a substantially improved structural model was ob-
tained (Fig. 3, right). The errors in the differential SHAPE-
based model are minor and involve the addition of a few
base pairs in the second helix of the structure near nucleotide
























FIGURE 2. Differential SHAPE analysis of the E. coli 5S rRNA. Normalized SHAPE reactivities
from reactions with NMIA (top) and 1M6 (middle) are colored by nucleotide reactivity. Dif-
ferential SHAPE reactivities (Steen et al. 2012) (bottom) were calculated by first scaling 1M6 to
NMIA reactivities over a moving window and then subtracting 1M6 from NMIA reactivities.
Strong differential reactivity enhancements (>|0.3| SHAPE units) are colored green for NMIA
and blue for 1M6. These sites correspond to nucleotides with slow dynamics and those with a
face available for stacking, respectively. Nucleotide positions showing strong positive-amplitude
(favoring NMIA) differential reactivities are labeled.
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conditions, given that this RNA was probed in the absence of
ribosomal subunits and proteins.
Addition of differential SHAPE information also improved
the accuracy of prediction of the glycine riboswitch structure
(Fig. 4, top). With data from 1M7 only, the predicted model
for the glycine riboswitch had 55% sens and 49% ppv. The
major error in the model is the prediction of a false pseudo-
knot that then propagates other errors (Fig. 4, top, left-hand
structure). Inclusion of the differential SHAPE penalty re-
sulted in sens and ppv of 95%. In this case, use of the differ-
ential reactivity penalty corrected major errors (for example,
the differential reactivities at positions 12–13 and 112) and
eliminated the false positive pseudoknot. In addition, lower
magnitude differential reactivities shifted the folding land-
scape of nucleotides 39–49 to result in agreement of the pre-
dicted and accepted structures.
The predicted structure of the M-Box riboswitch, at 83%
sensitivity (Table 1), was formally the lowest quality model
in the test set. Differential reactivity constraints improved
the prediction by a single base pair relative to the structure pre-
dictedusing 1M7dataonly (Fig. 4, bottom).Theoverall topol-
ogy of the M-Box RNA is largely correct regardless of the
inclusion of differential SHAPE information: The three-helix
junction and all major helices are predicted correctly. The
largest difference between the modeled and accepted struc-
tures occurs at the P1 helix connecting the 5′ and 3′ ends of
theRNA(Fig. 4, bottom left).Nucleotides
in this helix are moderately reactive to-
ward SHAPE reagents, suggesting that
the P1 helix is not especially stable under
the conditions used for structure probing.
In the crystal structure that is the basis for
the accepted model, the P1 helix is stabi-
lized by three G-C base pairs (Dann et al.
2007) that were not present in the tran-
script analyzed by SHAPE. SHAPE data
suggest that the native sequence P1 helix
is conformationally dynamic. For the se-
quence of RNA probed in this work, we
infer that the SHAPE-constrained struc-
ture is essentially correct.
Responsive and nonresponsive RNAs
For the RNAs in our test set, predictions
either significantly improved with the
addition of differential SHAPE data or
were only modestly affected. We define
structural improvement as significant if
the sensitivity or ppv or both increased
by at least 3%. Seven RNAs in our data
set showed significant improvement by
this criterion (Table 1, top, responsive
RNAs). The predicted structures for
these RNAs increased in sensitivity from
an average 84.5% to an average of 93.4%. Improvement in
positive predictive value (ppv) was even more substantial:
from 78.1% to 91.2%. Of the RNAs in the less responsive
category, four of the eight showed small improvements in
sensitivity or ppv (Table 1, middle), and the changes in the
lowest free-energy structure involved relatively minor ad-
justments in base-pairing relative to structures predicted
using 1M7 data only. Notably, although predictions for mul-
tiple RNAs were improved by the addition of differential
SHAPE restraints, none of the predictions became substan-
tially worse with the exception of the Tetrahymena group I
intron (Table 1).
The modeled structure for the Tetrahymena group I intron
became less like the accepted structure upon inclusion of dif-
ferential reactivity information: The sensitivity decreased
from 93% to 85% (Supplemental Fig. S2; Table 1). The P7 he-
lix comprises a pseudoknot in the accepted RNA structure.
One strand of the P7 helix is reactive by SHAPE and is not pre-
sent in the SHAPE-directed model (Supplemental Fig. S2).
Our data suggest that the P7 helix is conformationally dynam-
ic under the solution probing conditions used in this work.
DISCUSSION
Developing accurate secondary structure models for long
RNAs is an absolute prerequisite for understanding the role




length (nts) sens ppv sens ppv sens ppv
TPP riboswitch, E. coli 79 77.3 85.0 96.5 91.3 95.5 100.0
cyclic-di-GMP riboswitch, V. cholerae 97 75.0 77.8 89.2 86.2 96.4 93.1
5S rRNA, E. coli 120 28.6 25.0 85.7 76.9 94.3 91.7
Glycine riboswitch, F. nuleatum 158 70.0 60.9 55.0 48.9 95.0 95.0
Domain III of 23S rRNA, E. coli 372 46.9 43.1 82.7 74.3 90.8 83.2
Group I intron, T. thermophila 425 83.3 75.0 93.2 91.2 84.9 89.7
3' domain of 16S rRNA, E. coli 478 26.7 21.2 89.5 77.6 97.1 86.1
Average 58.3 55.4 84.5 78.1 93.4 91.2
Adenine riboswitch, V. vulnificus 71 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
tRNA phe, E. coli 76 100.0 91.3 100.0 75.0 100.0 77.8
M-Box riboswitch, B. subtilis 154 87.5 91.3 83.3 90.9 83.3 93.0
Lysine riboswitch, T. maritime 174 75.8 84.8 84.9 90.3 84.9 90.3
Group II Intron, O. iheyensis 412 88.0 97.5 93.2 96.9 92.5 98.4
5' domain of 16S rRNA, E. coli 530 61.3 57.9 97.8 91.8 97.8 91.8
Domain II of 23S rRNA, E. coli 685 87.6 78.6 97.8 87.4 96.8 88.2
Average 85.7 85.9 93.9 90.3 93.6 91.4



















All well-folded RNAs containing up to one pseudoknot, of which we are aware, for which
single-reagent 1M7-restrained secondary structure prediction results in <90% sensitivity are
included in this table. RNAs are listed based on whether or not modeling is responsive to
differential reactivity information: (top) predictions that improve and (bottom) predictions
that show small or no changes. RNAs were judged to be responsive to differential SHAPE
data if either the sens or ppv changed by at least 3%. Averages were calculated separately
for each class and for all RNAs together.
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of RNA structure andRNA-ligand interactions inmost phases
of gene regulation (Mauger et al. 2013).Moreover, an accurate
secondary structure model is critical for and can dramatically
facilitate tertiary structure modeling (Hajdin et al. 2010;
Bailor et al. 2011). The ideal approach for RNA structure
modeling should balance high accuracywith concise and scal-
able experimentation. The nearest-neighbor thermodynamic
model developed by Turner and colleagues (Mathews and
Turner 2006) provides a critical foundation for secondary
structure modeling. However, there are features of RNA fold-
ing that are difficult to extract from sequence, including li-
gand and protein binding effects, noncanonical and long-
range tertiary structure interactions, and the kinetic history
of the RNA folding reaction. Inclusion of single-reagent ex-
perimental structure probing data provides a substantial im-
provement in modeling accuracy for many RNAs (Deigan
et al. 2009; Hajdin et al. 2013), but this improvement was
not enough to yield accurate secondary structure models for
all RNAs in our test set (Fig. 3). Here, we demonstrated that
inclusion of information from a differential SHAPE experi-
ment substantially increases the sensitivity and positive pre-
dictive value of secondary structure models for an RNA test
set designed to be as challenging as possible (Table 1). The
consistent, monotonic, trend in accuracy improvement ob-
served suggests that each set of restraints—nearest neighbor
parameters, 1M7-SHAPE, and differential SHAPE—provides
information that is orthogonal to the others, roughly corre-
sponding to local secondary structure, non-nearest neighbor
interactions, and noncanonical and tertiary interactions,
respectively.
The information content of three-reagent SHAPE-directed
RNA structure modeling appears to exceed that of previously
described chemical probing approaches. Addition of dimethyl
sulfate (DMS) and CMCT reactivity information in the con-
text of a data set of six small RNAs yielded improvement of
roughly three base pairs in one RNA (Supplemental Table
S1; Kladwang et al. 2011b; Cordero et al. 2012). In contrast,
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FIGURE 3. Representative secondary structure modeling for the 5S rRNA without and with SHAPE data. Base pair predictions are illustrated with
colored lines (green, purple, and red denoting correct, incorrect, and missing base pairs, respectively) on conventional secondary structure represen-
tations (top) and circle plots (bottom). Nucleotides are colored according to their SHAPE reactivity on a black, yellow, red scale for low, medium, and
strong reactivity. Nucleotides showing strong preferential reactivity with NMIA (>0.3 units) are indicated with a Δ symbol.
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significant improvements in seven RNAs (Table 1, top) and
less dramatic improvements in four other RNAs (Table 1,
middle) over and above single-reagent 1M7-directed model-
ing. Large improvement was observed for the 5S rRNA, which
was not improved with addition of DMS and CMCT data
(Cordero et al. 2012). In addition, models developed using
three-reagent SHAPE probing have prediction accuracies
that equal or exceed that of approaches that involve probing
comprehensive sets of mutants (Kladwang et al. 2011a). The
differential SHAPE data thus have high information content
that is obtained in a concise experiment that scales readily
to large RNAs.
Using differential SHAPE for RNA secondary structure
prediction represents a significant advance in RNA structure
modeling. With differential SHAPE information, the struc-
tures of some of the RNA molecules that were previously
viewed as the most challenging, including the 5S rRNA, the
glycine riboswitch, and some ribosomal domains, were mod-
eled in nearly perfect agreement with the accepted structures
(Table 1). An intriguing trend was that the RNAs that were
most responsive to the differential reactivity penalty were
those with structures predicted most
poorly in the absence of differential
SHAPE information. RNAs in this class
likely have noncanonical interactions
that are incompletely described by the
nearest-neighbor algorithm or single-re-
agent data. In several cases in which
SHAPE-directed models disagree with
the accepted structures—those of the M-
Box and lysine riboswitches and the
Tetrahymena group I intron—“errors”
appear to reflect differences between in-
crystal and in-solution conformations
for these RNAs.
Limitations and perspective
There are limitations to the experimental-
ly restrained RNA structuremodeling ap-
proach outlined here. By far, the most
important of these is the restriction of
having only a small database of RNAs
with well-defined accepted structures
(Rivas et al. 2012; Leonard et al. 2013).
There are currently very few large RNAs
with complex structures whose structures
are well verified. This is an especially crit-
ical problem now that three-reagent
SHAPE-directed structure modeling has
reached such a high level of accuracy
for RNAs of known structure. Second,
approaches for modeling pseudoknots
have advanced significantly (Hajdin
et al. 2013) but accurate modeling of
more than a single pseudoknot in a complex RNA remains
a challenge, both due to limitations in current energy models
and due to the computational requirements for many algo-
rithms. Third, this work has focused on canonical base pairs
and does not explicitly model noncanonical pairs, although
inmany cases these can be inferred from their lackof reactivity
toward 1M7. Fourth, SHAPE-directed folding algorithms
currently restrict base-pairing partners towithin 600 nt. In ge-
neral, this is a good assumption and, for example, allows full-
length ribosomal RNAs to be modeled at high accuracy
(Deigan et al. 2009). However, there are important RNA-
RNA interactions that occur over distances of 1000 nt or
more (Alvarez et al. 2005; Jin et al. 2011) that will not be de-
tected with the current approach. Finally, SHAPE reactivities
always reflect the structural ensemble present in solution at
the time of probing. If an RNA is partially misfolded or sam-
ples multiple conformations, the resulting SHAPE profile will
reflect these contributions.
The highly accurate RNA secondary structure modeling
reported here involves straightforward experiments with
three reagents 1M7 (Mortimer and Weeks 2007), 1M6, and
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FIGURE 4. Circle plots illustrating SHAPE-directed structure modeling for the glycine (top) and
M-Box (bottom) riboswitches with 1M7 SHAPE data (left) and with 1M7 and differential reactiv-
ity data (right). Scheme for illustrating base-pair accuracy (relative to crystallographic structures)
and nucleotide SHAPE reactivities are as outlined in Figure 3; positions with positive-amplitude
(favoring NMIA) differential reactivities are indicated with a Δ symbol.
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NMIA (Steen et al. 2012). In this work, we examined complex
RNA structures, including >3800 nt, and specifically focused
on those RNAs thought to comprise the most difficult known
modeling challenges. The limitations outlined above notwith-
standing, we believe that three-reagent SHAPE is approaching
the upper limit that solution-phase RNA structure probing
can accomplish. Three-reagent SHAPE structure probing is
experimentally concise, yields consistently accurate RNA
structural models, and can be applied to RNAs of any com-
plexity and size, including complete viral genomes and the
constituents of entire transcriptomes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemical probing by differential SHAPE
Differential SHAPE data for the aptamer domains of the E. coli thia-
mine pyrophosphate (TPP) riboswitch, Vibrio vulnificus adenine
riboswitch, and Thermotoga maritime lysine riboswitch were report-
ed previously (Steen et al. 2012). DNA templates (IDT) for E. coli 5S
rRNAand the tRNAPhe,Fusobacteriumnucleatum glycine riboswitch,
Bacillus subtilisM-Box riboswitch, Tetrahymena thermophila group I
intron, and the Oceanobacillus iheyensis group II intron RNAs were
encoded in the context of flanking 5′ and 3′ structure cassettes
(Wilkinson et al. 2006), amplified by PCR, and transcribed into
RNA using T7 RNA polymerase. RNAs were purified using denatur-
ing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, excised from the gel, and pas-
sively eluted overnight at 4°C. 16S and 23S ribosomal RNAs were
isolated fromDH5α cells duringmid-log phase using nondenaturing
conditions (Deigan et al. 2009). RNAs were refolded in 100 mM
HEPES, pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, and 10 mM MgCl2 (Steen et al.
2012). The glycine aptamer RNAwas incubated with 5 μM final gly-
cineduring folding.After folding, allRNAsweremodified in thepres-
ence of 8 mM SHAPE reagent and incubated for 3 min (1M6 and
1M7) or 22 min (NMIA) at 37°C. No-reagent controls, containing
neat DMSO rather than SHAPE reagent, were performed in parallel.
Following modification and precipitation with ethanol, reagent
and controlRNAswere subjected to reverse transcriptionwith Super-
script III (Invitrogen) using fluorescently labeled primers (VIC dye,
Invitrogen) that targeted the 3′ structure cassette (Wilkinson et al.
2006). A second, internal primer was used for the group II intron
to read through the end of the RNA. A reverse transcription se-
quencing reaction using ddC and a NED-labeled primer was also
performed to allow sequence alignment. Reagent or no-reagent con-
trol reactions were combined with sequencing reactions and ana-
lyzed using an ABI 3500 capillary electrophoresis instrument.
Resulting datawere processed usingQuShape (Karabiber et al. 2013).
The ribosomal RNAs were analyzed by a new approach, SHAPE-
MaP, which will be described in an independent communication
(NA Siegfried, SG Busan, GM Rice, JAE Nelson, KM Weeks, in
prep.). For all RNAs, 1M7 SHAPE reactivities were normalized using
the boxplot approach (Hajdin et al. 2013). In this approach, reactiv-
ities were first sorted, and reactivities above either 1.5 × interquartile
range or the 90th percentile, whichever value was greater, were ex-
cluded as outliers. Next, a normalization factor was calculated by
averaging the next 10% of SHAPE reactivities. The original data
set was then divided by the newly calculated normalization factor
to yield the final processed data.
Differential SHAPE data analysis
NMIA and 1M6 SHAPE reactivities were normalized by excluding
the top 2% of reactivities and dividing by the average of the next
8% of reactivities. 1M6 reactivities were then scaled more precisely
to NMIA reactivities by minimizing the reactivity difference over a
51-nt sliding window. The scaled 1M6 reactivities were subtracted
from NMIA reactivities to yield a differential SHAPE profile (Fig.
2). This algorithm, implemented in a python program, is included
in the Supplemental Material.
Differential SHAPE pseudo-free energy
change penalty
RNAswith secondary structures derived fromhigh-resolutionmeth-
ods (crystallography orNMR)were used to classify the conformation
of nucleotides as either paired (G-C, A-U, or G-U) or nonpaired.
Next, a histogram of differential reactivities (NMIA reactivity minus
1M6 reactivity) for each categorywas created using a bin-width of 0.2
SHAPE units. Positive and negative differential SHAPE reactivities
were treated separately. A ΔGDiff statistical energy potential was
then fit using an approach analogous to those used extensively for
protein modeling (Rohl et al. 2004) and recently for RNA modeling
(Cordero et al. 2012). Histograms of paired and nonpaired differ-
ential nucleotides from all RNAs were pooled and fit to a γ distribu-
tion (Supplemental Fig. S1A). A free energy at a temperature (T) of
310 K was calculated using the Gibbs relationship
DGDiff = −kbTln P(x)pairedP(x)nonpaired
( )
.
P(x)paired and P(x)nonpaired are the probabilities that a nucleotide
is paired or nonpaired at SHAPE reactivity x, respectively; kb is the
Boltzmann constant; and ΔGDiff is the resulting free change energy
penalty that should be applied to a particular differential SHAPE re-
activity, x. The resulting function was linear with an intercept near
zero. To simplify the calculation and to make the energy function
continuous for all differential reactivities, ΔGDiff was fit to a linear
equation with an intercept of zero. A standard error measurement
of the fit was estimated by a leave-one-out jackknife approach; the re-
sulting fit was a line with a slope of 2.11 kcal/mol and an intercept of
zero (Supplemental Fig. S1B).
Exploration of simpler differential SHAPE energy
potentials
We explored the possibility of omitting the 1M6 experiment and cal-
culating differential SHAPE reactivities based only on 1M7 and
NMIA experiments. Reactivity differences between NMIA and
1M7 were calculated for each nucleotide using the difference sub-
traction algorithm outlined above. The relationship was linear with
a slope of 2.91 kcal/mol. Standard errors resulting from a leave-one-
out jackknife analysis were of similar magnitude to those of the re-
lationship between NMIA and 1M6 reactivities. This two-reagent
version of the differential SHAPE experiment yielded significant im-
provements to RNA secondary structure modeling (Supplemental
Table S2); however, the three-reagent analysis ultimately yielded
more accurate structure models (cf. Table 1 and Supplemental
Table S2). Due to the higher information content of the NMIA–
1M6 differential analysis, we recommend using three reagents
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(1M7, 1M6, and NMIA) to achieve highest accuracies in secondary
structure modeling.
During the course of fitting our new differential SHAPE data, we
also refit the 1M7 free energy potential using a statistical potential
and our previously published RNA data set (Hajdin et al. 2013).
Paired and nonpaired nucleotide distributions were fit to a mixture
of two γ distributions, and a free energy change term was calculated
using the Gibbs relationship. The resulting free energy change func-
tion was comparable in magnitude and x-intercept to the prior grid-
search optimized log function (Supplemental Fig. S3). Thus, we
have chosen to use the original log-function for incorporating
1M7 data into SHAPE-directed structure modeling.
Implementation in RNAstructure Fold and
ShapeKnots
A modified SHAPE energy file was created for use in RNAstructure
Fold (Reuter and Mathews 2010) and ShapeKnots (Hajdin et al.
2013) to incorporate the differential SHAPE information. Dif-
ferential pseudo-free energy change values (ΔGDiff) for each nu-
cleotide were calculated from the positive-amplitude differential
reactivities (d)
DG(d)Diff = 2.11d if d . 00 if d ≤ 0
{
.
SHAPE pseudo-free energy changes were calculated from 1M7 reac-
tivities using the log-form SHAPE equation (Hajdin et al. 2013)
DGSHAPE = 1.8 ln(SHAPE+ 1) − 0.6.
These two free energies were summed, and a modified SHAPE reac-
tivity file was calculated for use in Fold or ShapeKnots such that,
when used with slope of 1.0 and an intercept of −1.0, the folding al-
gorithm applies the appropriate pseudo-free energy change term
SHAPE =e(DGSHAPE+DGDiff+1) − 1.
Future versions of ShapeKnots and Fold will simplify this procedure
and allow the 1M7 and differential-SHAPE magnitudes to be en-
tered directly from a data file. For ShapeKnots, the optimized pseu-
doknot parameters (P1 = 3.5, P2 = 6.5) (Hajdin et al. 2013) were
used. The maxtracebacks option was set to 100 and the window op-
tion was set to 0 to maximize the number of potential identified
structures.
The calculation for folding RNAs using 1M7 rather than 1M6 as
the differential reagent was performed in the same way, except that
the differential slope was 2.91. The resulting folds are summarized in
Supplemental Table S2. In general, we recommend using
ShapeKnots for RNA secondary structure modeling because of its
ability to predict pseudoknots (Hajdin et al. 2013); at a practical lev-
el, this program is limited to RNAs under ∼700 nt in length.
Plots and figures
Secondary structure plots were constructed using VARNA (Darty
et al. 2009), and circle plots were made using CircleCompare, a
part of RNAstructure (Reuter and Mathews 2010). Model sens was
calculated as the number of correct base pairs divided by the total
number of base pairs in the accepted structure; ppv was calculated
as the number of correct base pairs divided by the total number
of predicted base pairs. sens and ppv values for ribosomal domains
were calculated after omitting regions (Deigan et al. 2009) in which
SHAPE reactivities were clearly not consistent with the pattern of
base-pairing in the accepted secondary structure model.
DATA DEPOSITION
Structure probing data have been deposited in the single-nucleotide
resolution nucleic acid structure mapping (SNRNASM) community
structure probing database and are also freely available from the cor-
responding author’s website (http://www.chem.unc.edu/rna).
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Supplemental material is available for this article.
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